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‘‘Almost exact’’ estimates for the Delone triangulation numbers are given. In
particular
lim
n  
deln&1
n
=
1
2?e
=0.0585498....
 2001 Academic Press
By Bn2 we denote the Euclidean ball in R
n. Recall that the symmetric
difference metric for convex bodies K and C is the volume of the difference
of K and C
dS(K, C)=voln(KqC).
McClure and Vitale, [McVi], in dimension 2 and Gruber, [Gr], in
arbitrary dimension obtained an asymptotic formula for convex bodies K
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in Rn with a C2-boundary with everywhere positive curvature. Namely, for
such bodies
lim
N  
N 2(n&1) inf[dS(K, PN) | PN /K, PN is a polytope with N vertices]
is equal to
1
2 deln&1 \|K }(x)1(n+1) d+(x)+
(n+1)(n&1)
,
where + is the surface measure, } the Gauss-curvature, and deln&1 is a
constant connected with the Delone triangulations. Thus
deln&1= lim
N  
\2 inf[dS(K, PN) | PN /K,PN is a polytope with N vertices]+
(K }(x)
1(n+1) d+(x)) (n+1)(n&1) N &2(n&1)
.
In particular, for K=Bn2 , we get
deln&1= lim
N  
\2 inf[dS(B
n
2 , Pn) | PN /B
n
2 ,
PN is a polytope with N vertices]+
(voln&1(Bn2))
(n+1)(n&1) N&2(n&1)
.
It was shown in [GRS] that there are constants c1 and c2 such that
c1ndelnc2n.
This result was refined in [MS]:
n&1
n+1
voln&1(Bn&12 )
&2(n&1)deln&12
0.802 voln&1(Bn2)
&2(n&1).
Let K be a convex body. We consider random polytopes with vertices
(randomly) chosen from the boundary of the body K. The expected volume
of such a random polytope is defined by
E(K, N)=|
K
} } } |
K
voln([x1 , ..., xN]) dP(x1) } } } dP(xN),
where P denotes the normalized surface measure on the boundary of K and
[x1 , ..., xN] denotes the convex hull of the points x1 , ..., xN .
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Proposition 1 (J. Mu ller, [Mu ], Theorem 2). In the above notation,
for K=Bn2 one has
lim
N  
voln(Bn2)&E(B
n
2 , N)
N &2(n&1)
=
voln&2(Bn&12 )
2(n+1)! \
(n&1) voln&1(Bn2)
voln&2(Bn&12 ) +
(n+1)(n&2)
1 \n+1+ 2n&1+ .
The following theorem provides ‘‘almost exact’’ estimates for the Delone
triangulation numbers
Theorem 2. For every n # N with n2
n&1
n+1
voln&1(Bn&12 )
&2(n&1)
deln&1
n&1
n+1
voln&1(Bn&12 )
&2(n&1)
1 \n+1+ 2n&1+
n !
.
Consequently there is a numerical constant c>0 such that
n&1
n+1
voln&1(Bn&12 )
&2(n&1)
deln&1\1+c ln nn +
n&1
n+1
voln&1(Bn&12 )
&2(n&1).
In particular,
lim
n  
deln&1
n
=
1
2?e
.
Proof. The left-hand inequality was shown in [MS], Theorem 3. To
prove the right hand side inequality note that
deln&1 = lim
N  
\2 inf[dS(B
n
2 , PN) | PN /B
n
2 ,
PN is a polytope with N vertices]+
(voln&1(Bn2))
(n+1)(n&1) N &2(n&1)
 lim
N  
2(voln(Bn2)&E(B
n
2 , N))
(voln&1(Bn2))
(n+1)(n&1) N &2(n&1)
.
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By Proposition 1 we have
deln&1 
voln&2(Bn&12 )
(n+1)! \
n&1
voln&2(Bn&12 )+
(n+1)(n&1)
1 \n+1+ 2n&1+
=
n&1
n+1
(voln&2(Bn&12 ))
&2(n&1)
1 \n+1+ 2n&1+
n !
.
By an elementary calculation
1 \n+1+ 2n&1+
n!
1+
c ln(n+2)
n
.
It remains to show that
lim
n  
deln&1
n
=
1
2?e
.
This follows from
lim
n  
voln&1(Bn&12 )
&2(n&1)
n
=
1
2?e
. K
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